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MOTIVATIONS

Jet production at the LHC

Phase space opening for large energies 

Unique coverage of large rapidities

Physcis of hard processes with multiple hard scales

And highly sensitive to parton dynamics at  x2 -> 0  and x1 ->1 
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MEASUREMENT

Polar angles small but far enough from beam axis
 Measure: energy flow, spectra of jets

forward detector

central detector



Open questions

How well current Monte Carlo event generators simulate
 LHC final state in the forward region

Do multiple interactions become non-negligible in hard 
processes at

Forward rapidities



Forward jets at LHC 
MI vs high energy factorisation

possible configuration for
multijet activity in collinear 
approach

possible configuration for
multijet activity in high energy 
factorization approach

Ciafaloni,Catani, Hautman '92



SETUP

On-shell
Large longitudinal momentum 

fraction x1p1
No kt

Off-shell
Low longitudinal momentum 

fraction x2 p2
 kt



 Consistent resumation both logs of rapidity and 
 logs of hard scale 

Deak, Jung, Hautmann & K JHEP(2009) 121

HIGH ENERGY  AT FIXED TRANSVERSE 
        MOMENTUM – FORWARD JETS AT LHC

Matrix elements obtained in fully exclusive form



ENERGY DEPENDENCE qg->qg 
CHANNEL

Nonabelian contribution constant at high energy and dominates



BEHAVIOR AT LARGE kt qg->qg CHANNEL

Such hard emission is not possible at LO DGAP
 parton shower. High energy approach allows for it



     ENERGY DEPENDENCE gg->gg CHANNEL 
vs.qg CHANNEL

Gluon contribution dominates on matrix element level 



BEHAVIOR AT LARGE kt gg->gg 
vs. qg->qg



GLUON DENSITYFROM  CCFM
Equation based on strong ordering in angle and coherence effects 
at high energies. Interpolates between DGLAP and BFKL . 

Sudakov form factor. No branching.

Non-Sudakov form factor. Regularizes
1/z singularity

Implemented in CASCADE 
Monte Carlo (H. Jung)



PHENOMENOLOGY

We can calculate the convolution formula for the cross section using a 
Monte Carlo generator and study jet observables

Look for small-x dynamics effects at forward calorimeter

We can study two jet correlations: 

-one jet in the central rapidity region 

-the other in the forward rapidity region  3 < |y| < 5, pt > 10GeV

-2 < |y| < 2,  pt > 10GeV



TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM SPECTRA OF 
PRODUCED JETS: kt shower vs. collinear shower 

kt of incoming gluons and coherence allows for harder spectrum
CASCADE uses CCFM like parton showers which are ordered in angle
Multiple interactions  model in some regions mimics  high energy 

factorization 
 

Deak, Jung, Hautman, Kutak

central jets forward jets



RAPIDITY SPECTRA OF PRODUCED JETS  

Similar results but a hint of different slopes in forward jet distributions

Deak, Jung, Hautman, Kutak



CROSS SECTION AS A FUNCTION OF
AZIMUTHAL ANGLE   

Deak, Jung, Hautman, Kutak



TRANSVERSE ENERGY FLOW - between 

Larger energy flow in central region predicted by CASCADE and 
MPI-PYTHIA 

Deak, Jung, Hautman, Kutak



TRANSVERSE ENERGYFLOW-  outside

Larger energy flow in central region predicted by CASCADE and 
MPI-PYTHIA 

Lower energy flow in more forward region

Deak, Jung, Hautman, Kutak



Conclusions

For the first time at the LHC, correlations of high pT probes can be 
measured across large rapidity intervals via forward + central 
detectors 

 LHC opens phase space for large center-of -mass energies and for    
presence of multiscales

This brings perturbative corrections which are summed up by high        
  energy factorization

We developed an approach which from first principles allows for 
studies of forward jet phenomena at LHC
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